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The Source for Varroa Mite Control Products
ANDERMATT CANADA PROVIDES BEEKEEPERS WITH PROVEN TOOLS TO 
MANAGE VARROA MITE WITH A COMPLETE PROGRAM APPROACH USING 
NATURAL PRODUCTS WHILE PROTECTING YOUR BEES FROM THIS INVASIVE PEST.

•  Sourced from a naturally occurring plant extract
•  No proven resistance by varroa mite
•  Demonstrated high rate of efficacy when applied

by label directions
•  Long Acting
THYMOVAR is also approved by ECO CERT 
as an ORGANIC input.

VARROX Vaporizer
•  Original design for

oxalic acid vaporization
• Sturdy for long-life

FAM Dispenser
•  Sturdy construction for

multiple years life
•  Regulates vaporization

of formic acid in hive
•  Easy to apply
•  Developed by Swiss Bee Institute

LIEBEG Dispenser
•  Provides ability to

monitor quantity of
formic acid used

•  Paper wicks to manage
application rate

•  Application based on Hive volume
•  Developed by Swiss Bee Institute

NEW VARROX EDDY Vaporizer
•  Re-chargeable Lithium

battery operation
•  Simple to use with

automatic cycle
•  Operator safety – no

need to stand by & watch
•  Easy to transport in a compact carrying case

THYMOVAR – “Gentle on Queens”

TOOLS FOR OXALIC ACID VAPORIZATION TOOLS FOR FORMIC ACID APPLICATION

NEW FOR THE 
20222022 AND 20232023  

PROGRAM YEAR
 The interest-free portion 

of!cash advances has
 increased from $100,000 

to $250,000

Manitoba Crop Alliance offers advances on honey, with a one-time application fee 
and competitive interest rates. Our knowledgeable staff will go above and beyond to 
get you your advance in as little as 3-5 business days.

The Advance Payments Program is a federal program, delivered and administered 
by Manitoba Crop Alliance. It offers Canadian farmers marketing flexibility through 
interest-free and low-interest cash advances.

For more information about!the Advance Payments Program, 
contact us directly:

Phone:!204-745-6661 Toll-Free: 1-877-598-5685

mbcropalliance.ca

Rae Jackson:!!rae@mbcropalliance.ca

Tammy Cote:!tammy@mbcropalliance.ca

http://www.manitobabee.org
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MBA Chairperson’s 
Fall  Report

Ian Steppler

Our industry has closed a chapter this summer as Rhéal Lafrenière retired from his position of  Manitoba’s Provincial Apiarist (PA).  A 
significant parting for Manitoba.  Rhéal has held this position for 22 years with pride, dignity and brought the passion and commitment 
to our Manitoba beekeepers which our industry deserves.  Therefore, Rheal was a respected member of  the beekeeping community, 
and that commitment is the legacy that his successor will need to follow.   

I was first introduced to beekeeping 23 years ago with Don Dixion as our PA.  Not long afterwards, Rhéal took the top position of  PA 
and everything that I know or remember of  all beekeeping issues, events and activities has had Rhéal’s involvement some way or 
another.  It has only been a month or more without Rheal’s involvement and that void feels weird.  Change brings uncertainty but 
change also brings opportunity.  That opportunity has been seized by our former KRTP lead, Derek Micholson.   

Derek Micholson is no stranger to the Manitoba beekeeping industry.   First Derek started his work as a summer student in Dr. Rob 
Currie’s bee research lab in the Department of  Entomology at the University of  Manitoba where Derek completed his bachelors and 
pursued his MSc in Entomology, focusing on honeybee grooming behaviour.  Derek has worked for two years as a provincial honey 
bee and leaf  cutter disease inspector and most recently held the position of  program lead for the Knowledge & Research Transfer 
Program (KRTP).  As Chairperson of  the association and chair of  the KRTP steering committee, I have mixed emotions.  I want to 
encourage the promotion of  the right people into important positions, but I want to retain Derek as the lead of  our Tech Transfer 
program.  I am happy to see Derek succeed Rheal Lafreniere as PA.  I am also exited to now be involved with the process hiring 
someone to take over Derek’s position as KRTP lead.    

I believe in good government, and I believe in associated effort.  It is this associated effort which makes good government, and it is our 
jobs as individuals to ensure the right people are in the right places to represent our interests properly.  Rhéal has been that right fit and 
I have confidence that Derek is the same.    

I will close my comments on Rheal’s retirement as PA with one story.  When I first became director on the MBA, I assumed chair of  
the research committee.  Knowing nothing about how boards worked, let alone chairing a research committee, I phoned Rheal the 
following day after that meeting.  During that lengthy phone call, Rhéal provided me with the perspective of  the roles and 
responsibilities that I needed to be able to understand my position, what was expected and the proper educate around managing it.  
That phone call is the corner stone of  what made Rhéal so important to our industry.  His expertise, guidance and that extra effort 
given to help ensure the success is what created the aura of  his Grand Poobah type presence within the Manitoba Beekeeping 
community, and that was respected and admired.  Ambitious efforts are always led by overworked individuals but what makes it all work 
is the support from individuals, like Rhéal to help keep things all together.   

Be sure to attend this year’s in person MBA Convention/AGM held at the Hilton Inn, February 24th-26th 2023 as we honor Rheal for 
his work and his accomplishments.  Enjoy your retirement Rheal!   

Ian Steppler 

MBA Chairperson 
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Dan Lecocq

 
June 1, 2022  

Dr. Siddika Methani 
President, 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency  

As you are no doubt aware, the Canadian beekeeping industry experienced devastating overwintering losses exceeding 60% in some 
provinces and an expected national average loss of  around 50%. As a result, there has been a number of  inquiries regarding risk 
assessments and their evaluations. While the Canadian Honey Council is in full agreement that science must be the tool in determining 
risk, we are unsure how that determination is made. To put this into context, we have drafted some questions and scenarios seeking 
clarification.  

Regarding small hive beetle, when the original risk assessment was done for the U.S. packaged bees (we also assume for parts of  
Australia and perhaps other risk assessments) the situation was quite different. In 2014, Ontario had quarantine zones in effect that 
limited bee movement. In later years, subsequent incursions in Quebec and B.C. were dealt with by eradication. Over time the 
quarantine zones were eliminated and bees from Ontario can currently move into Quebec, New Brunswick and some of  the western 
provinces if  the inspection protocols are followed and the small hive beetle risk is deemed acceptable. The enforcement of  provincial 
legislation prohibits Ontario bees from entering Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.  

Using the information posted by the Canadian Association of  Professional Apiculturalists, the timeline of  events concerning small 
hive beetle are as follows:  

2014 - No SHB found in QC in 2014 although it had been found in the province in 2011. SHB Quarantine area in ON is maintained  

2015 - SHB found in the Fraser Valley in BC. SHB also found in QC & ON. ON is reporting that it will be transitioning to a strategy for SHB that 
focuses more on management and traceability. Regulatory responses to SHB will be based on severity of  infestation and adherence to established BMPs.  

2016 - Only one SHB in the BC. SHB inspection protocol 2016 supported by Western provinces. Status in QC is similar to 2015. Addition SHB finds 
outside the SHB quarantine zone in ON. The Apiary Program in ON continues to work with beekeepers on movement plans, and biosecurity practices to 
mitigate the spread of  SHB.  

2017 - One SHB adult found in BC near US border. Two SHB adults were found in Peace River Region of  AB. The operation imported 512 bee colonies 
from ON without the proper written permission (permit). - As a result, a quarantine area was established. Quarantine is extended until October 1, 2018. 
If  the SHB is not found in next year, the quarantine zone may be reduced. Addition SHB finds outside the SHB quarantine zone in ON. SHB status in 
QC was similar to 2016. SHB was found in NB for the first time in 2017, near colonies imported from ON.  

2018 - No SHB detected in BC or AB. SHB status in QC is similar to 2017 with the addition of  CFIA detected a SHB adult in a queen cage from 
California. SHB in ON is tracked by location rather than colonies. Lab testing is used to confirm SHB infestation in a new location. Yards that have been 
confirmed positive in previous years are typically not sampled for SHB. SHB overwintering in NB indoors was confirmed in 2018.  

2019 - SHB find in ON, QC and NB are similar to 2018. 2020- Similar to 2019 
2021 - Similar to 2020  

During discussions with CFIA officials when the first instances of  small hive beetle appeared in Canada, CFIA was indicating that as 
long as control mechanisms were in place, Canada would not have to declare small hive beetle endemic. If  this is still the case, does 

Canadian Honey Council ♦ Conseil Canadien du Miel #218, 
51519, RR 220 

Sherwood Park, Alberta T8E 1H1  
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Figure	1.

CFIA consider provincial regulatory oversight a control mechanism? What prevents CFIA from declaring small hive Beetle endemic 
today? And if  not, under what circumstances does CFIA notify international authorities and trading partners that small beetle is 
endemic in Canada and what implication does that have on risk assessments already completed?  

In discussions at the recently formed federal Working Group on Honey Bee Sustainability, participants were informed by CFIA that 
they had not received any new information that would force the re-evaluation of  a risk or provide cause for a new risk assessment, 
particularly as it concerns the US packaged bees. What is confusing for  

beekeepers is understanding what constitutes enough change in the science to warrant risk assessment re-evaluations? When looking 
at Resistant American Foulbrood, the National Honey Bee Survey launched in 2014 found 4.9% of  the AFB positive culture samples 
in Alberta tested positive for rAFB. That same year Tylosin was registered in Canada to provide an additional tool to address AFB. In 
2021 Lincomycin was also registered for AFB control in Canada.  

Moving on to Amitraz resistance, in 2012 Apivar was granted full registration and no resistant varroa were reported anywhere in 
Canada according to CAPA. By 2016 there was some reporting of  efficacy concerns in some provinces but further testing was 
needed. In 2017 more provinces indicating concerns over the efficacy of  Apivar and variability of  control in the field. In 2020, there 
was further reporting of  resistance testing indicating Apivar is still effective but the efficacy can be variable. The question arises as to 
whether a reduction in efficacy equates to resistance? At which point would CFIA believe there is resistance in Canadian stock or has 
US surveillance and reporting indicated a change in the dynamics?  

With regards to Africanized Honey Bees (AHB), in 2014, based on a Canadian genetic survey, the DNA of  bees is mostly 
“European” but there is some “African” genes. Regardless, Canadian bees are classified as not “Africanized”. In 2015, a new test for 
detecting AHBs was devised that is very accurate and reliable however, its costs were too high for mass adoption ($750 to $1000/
colony). In 2017, the NBDC National Survey found AHB genetics in its tests using the mitochondrial test only (not in conjunction 
with a morphological test). Dr. Ernesto Guzman also blindly tested the bees and confirmed the results that the samples were AHB 
positive. Dr. Amro Zayed also tested for AHB nuclear DNA and found no AHB positive. The conclusion was that the proportion of  
ancestry is low. When does the CFIA consider Canadian stock partially Africanized? Does the importation of  queens from northern 
California have any impact on the degree of  Africanization? How effective does a protocol put in place by an exporting country have 
to be in response to an assessed risk? Does it need to be 80% effective, 90% or 100%.  

The Canadian Honey Council supports the Canadian Food Inspection Agency and its reliance on science and not outside opinions. 
The ability to understand how CFIA draws its conclusions would provide the industry with an important context and provides us 
with research opportunities and examination of  potential protocols. By explaining the scientific rationale, it helps clarify outstanding 
issues in the beekeeping sector.  

If  you should need any clarification or require further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

Rod Scarlett 
Executive Director Canadian Honey Council  

cc. Parthiban Muthukumarasamy Executive Director  

Promoting co-operation between beekeepers, industry and government 
Encourageant la coopération entre les apiculteurs, l’industrie et le 

gouvernement 

e-mail: chc-ccm@honeycouncil.ca Website: honeycouncil.ca Tel: 
1.877.356.8935 
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PRC 025180 

June 23, 2022
 	
Mr. Rod Scarlett 
Executive Director 
Canadian Honey Council #218, 51519 RR 220 Sherwood Park, AB T8H 1H1
 	
Dear Mr. Scarlett: 

Thank you for your letter of June 1st, 2022, regarding the devastating overwintering losses experienced 
by the Canadian beekeeping industry. I understand that this is a difficult time given the winter losses and 
challenges facing the beekeeping sector in Canada.
 	
As you are well aware, the restrictions on the importation of bee packages from the United States (U.S.) 
are based on scientific risk assessments, the last one in 2014, and are intended to protect Canadian 
honey bee health. I appreciate that you have received a number of inquiries regarding the risk 
assessment and the specialists at the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) considered them 
carefully. 

With regards to the small hive beetle (SHB), SHB is reported to the World Organisation for Animal Health 
(WOAH, formerly the OIE) as being present in limited zones in Canada. Canadian provincial control 
programs are in place to prevent the establishment and spread of SHB. These programs are considered 
a control mechanism by the CFIA. The CFIA submits annual reports to the WOAH regarding the 
presence of WOAH-listed diseases, including SHB. This information is made available to all trading 
partners on the WOAH World Animal Health Information System (WAHIS). 

Regarding varroa mites, a reduction in the efficacy of the treatments used does not necessarily equate to 
acaricide resistance. Based on information available, amitraz is considered an effective treatment for 
varroa mites and reports of reduced efficacy are not directly due to resistance, but rather to incorrect 
timing, application, or dosage. The CFIA will continue to monitor this issue over the next few months and 
will rely on provincial apiculturists to report any observed issues related to lower efficacy of amitraz. 

With respect to Africanized Honeybees (AHB), the CFIA has no evidence at this time that the Canadian 
stock is partially Africanized. However, any new scientific information available will be reviewed and be 
subject to consultation with experts. 

.../2 

PRC 025180 	

(	Con.nued	on	p.7)
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          5 Frame Honey Bee Nucs in a Jester EZ Nuc box with: 

• An established and laying queen with bees to cover brood. 
• 3 frames with brood to equal a minimum of 2 full frames of  

     brood. 
• 1 frame with feed and 1 frame for growth. 

 

www.westmanhoneybeeproducers.ca 
 

 

Phone 204-728-9129 or text 204-720-1660 
 

2022 Pricing 

1-9 @ $245/nuc 

10-39 @ $243/nuc 

40-99 @ $241/nuc 

100-149 @ $238/nuc 

150-200+ @ $235/nuc 

ORDER TODAY!! 

NEW FOR 2022!!

ORDER 10+ Nucs TODAY and pay your deposit with a 
postdated cheque for Jan 1, 2022!  

***Deposit refundable up to March 1, 2022*** 

Based on scientific evidence and risk assessments, Canada currently allows the import of handpicked, 
healthy honey bee queens from the United States. For honey bee queens imported from the U.S., there 
are risk management measures for AHB, which consist of regional freedom and genetic testing. These 
measures apply to all U.S. states and are intended to mitigate the specific risk associated with the AHB.
 
The CFIA is committed to working with the Canadian honey bee industry to provide options for the safe 
importation of honey bees into Canada. The CFIA will continue to evaluate any new scientific information 
or mitigating strategies that become available regarding the risk of imported bees from other countries.
 
I want to provide reassurances that the CFIA continues to put significant effort into exploring options to find 
approved sources of bee packages and queen bees internationally to provide a sustainable beekeeping 
sector. Thank you for taking the time to contact the CFIA. I hope the above information provides some 
clarification.
 
Sincerely, 

Siddika Mithani, Ph.D. 
President 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency 

c.c.: Dr. Parthiban Muthukumarasamy, Executive Director, CFIA International Affairs Branch
 
Dr. Jag Dhanda, Executive Director, CFIA Science Branch  
Dr. Clarice Lulai-Angi, Director, CFIA Science Branch  
Dr. Nancy Rheault, Senior Director, Animal Import Export Division 
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W E  B U Y  H O N E Y  &  W A X
 | A S K  F O R  P H I L I P P E  O R  S É B A S T I E N1 800 567-3789 | info@odem.ca | odem.ca

O D E M  I N T E R N AT I O N A L

Y O U R  P A R T N E R  IN SALES
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!

Fall KRTP and Provincial Apiarist Report 

This is a double-report from me this time around as I transition from the KRTP Lead position 
to my new appointment as Provincial Apiarist of  Manitoba. To echo Ian’s sentiments, it is with 
mixed feelings for me as well that I transition from one position to the next. I have truly and 
thoroughly enjoyed my time working as the KRTP Lead to establish Manitoba’s first tech 
transfer program for apiculture and there are many aspects of  that position I will greatly miss. 
However, I am also extremely excited and energized to move into the role of  Provincial Apiarist 
and I am bringing with me all of  that same energy, enthusiasm, and commitment to the 
Manitoba beekeeping industry that I put into the KRTP. I am humbled and honoured to have 
been selected to fill Rhéal’s big shoes, and I am also excited to see who is chosen as the next 
KRTP Lead.  

I‘ll begin with my final report from the KRTP: 

After a very busy spring and early summer season with the KRTP, the second half  of  the summer slowed down only briefly as we 
transitioned into honey season. The KRTP research apiary was managed for the honey flow and our honey crop was harvested with 
some much-appreciated volunteer help from Ian Steppler and Daryl Wright. The major KRTP activities for summer and fall included 
recording educational videos, presenting to local beekeeping associations, sampling for the Bee Health Monitoring Program, amitraz 
resistance testing, and preparations for a fall research trial. 

Regarding educational videos, an In-Field Varroa Monitoring video and a Nosema Biology, Monitoring, and Microscopic Diagnosis 
“how-to” video were recorded and uploaded to the education page of  the KRTP website (see: https://manitobabee.org/hive/
category/krtp/education/). Along these same themes, a Varroa Management presentation and a Nosema Biology, Diagnosis, and 
Integrated Pest Management presentation were delivered to the South Central Beekeepers Association and Red River Apiarists 
Association, respectively, at their September meetings. It was great to be able to attend in person meetings again and re-connect with 
many beekeepers I had not seen in a while. 

With a delayed honey harvest in many regions, late summer/fall sampling for the Bee Health Monitoring Program began September 
1st and ran to the third week of  September. In total, 27 yards from 15 operations were sampled, with all beekeeping regions of  the 
province represented. While there were a couple of  outlier operations with higher varroa levels, average levels for all yards sampled this 
fall were quite a bit lower than last year at 1.5%, and colonies in general seemed to be shutting down much more normally than last 
year. Last year, average levels from my fall sampling were 3% with substantial brood remaining in most colonies. For nosema, some 
results are still yet to come in; however average levels so far sit at about 800,000 spores per bee, which is below the 1 million spores per 
bee treatment threshold. It is good to see much lower counts in the fall sampling after the high counts we saw in the spring, and 
hopefully these varroa and nosema levels are a sign of  a better winter to come. 

This fall, the KRTP also managed to squeeze in some more amitraz resistance tests on colonies that were identified within the 
monitoring program as having sufficient mite levels to conduct tests (i.e. >3%), and these beekeepers were happy to donate bees to use 
for testing. A table of  these results—including results for two colonies tested in the spring—is pasted below (two other colonies 
donated by beekeepers were also tested this fall; however, since the mite levels in these hives ended up being closer to 1%, the results 
were taken to be inconclusive and are not shown here). 

 Two testing methods were used for each hive tested: the 4-hour Apiarium method, and the 24-hour Pettis method. Overall, our results 
show some minor discrepancies between the two methods and I believe some further work may be required to fine-tune and calibrate 

Derek Micholson

https://manitobabee.org/hive/category/krtp/education/
https://manitobabee.org/hive/category/krtp/education/
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these testing methods. However, some of  these results do indicate some level of  reduced efficacy of  amitraz (Apivar) in some of  the 
colonies tested (in particular the colony from beekeeper MB-20 tested in the fall, where we saw quite low mite mortality with both 
tests). Thus, the results indicate that some colonies in Manitoba may be experiencing diminished efficacy of  amitraz. This highlights 
the importance of  mite monitoring (and in particular monitoring after treatments) and a consideration of  applying a follow-up 
treatment to help “clean up” any residual mites that may have survived exposure to amitraz (e.g., late fall oxalic vapour). Continuing to 
run tests like these will only become more important for tech transfer groups across the country (including the KRTP) in years to 
come and I encourage beekeepers to get involved whenever possible to provide bees for testing. The more information we have the 
better! 

Date
Beekeeper	
ID#

Testing	
Method Rep Total	Time

#	Mites	
Drop

#	Mites	
Remaining	
on	Bees Total	Mites

Mite	
Mortality	 #	Bees %	Infestation

14-Jul MB-12 Apiarium 1 4hrs 37 11 48 77.08% 221 21.72%
14-Jul MB-12 Apiarium 2 4hrs 36 32 68 52.94% 232 29.31%
14-Jul MB-12 Apiarium Control 4hrs 12 31 43 27.91% 370 11.62%
14-Jul MB-12 Pettis 1 24hrs 9 7 16 56.25% 221 7.24%
14-Jul MB-12 Pettis 2 24hrs 18 12 30 60.00% 200 15.00%
14-Jul MB-12 Pettis Control 24hrs 1 27 28 3.57% 219 12.79%
14-Jul MB-15 Apiarium 1 4hrs 10 0 10 100.00% 179 5.59%
14-Jul MB-15 Apiarium 2 4hrs 8 0 8 100.00% 172 4.65%
14-Jul MB-15 Apiarium Control 4hrs 2 5 7 28.57% 218 3.21%
14-Jul MB-15 Pettis 1 24hrs 2 1 3 66.67% 163 1.84%
14-Jul MB-15 Pettis 2 24hrs 6 2 8 75.00% 179 4.47%
14-Jul MB-15 Pettis Control 24hrs 1 8 9 11.11% 191 4.71%

Date
Beekeeper	
ID#

Testing	
Method Rep Total	Time

#	Mites	
Drop

#	Mites	
Remaining	
on	Bees Total	Mites

Mite	
Mortality	 #	Bees %	Infestation

15-Sep MB-20 Apiarium 1 4hrs 5 30 35 14.29% 376 9.31%
15-Sep MB-20 Apiarium 2 4hrs 6 25 31 19.35% 369 8.40%
15-Sep MB-20 Apiarium Control 4hrs 0 25 25 0.00% 359 6.96%
15-Sep MB-20 Pettis 1 24hrs 18 16 34 52.94% 310 10.97%
15-Sep MB-20 Pettis 2 24hrs 15 21 36 41.67% 284 12.68%
15-Sep MB-20 Pettis Control 24hrs 0 22 22 0.00% 322 6.83%
26-Sep MB-26 Apiarium 1 4hrs 19 7 26 73.08% 338 7.69%
26-Sep MB-26 Apiarium 2 4hrs 9 10 19 47.37% 341 5.57%
26-Sep MB-26 Apiarium Control 4hrs 1 15 16 6.25% 329 4.86%
26-Sep MB-26 Pettis 1 24hrs 9 0 9 100.00% 361 2.49%
26-Sep MB-26 Pettis 2 24hrs 18 0 18 100.00% 338 5.33%
26-Sep MB-26 Pettis Control 24hrs 1 26 27 3.70% 319 8.46%

SPRING	-	2022

FALL	-	2022

Lastly, regarding research, the KRTP was disappointed to receive the final word in early September that our planned fall trial with 
GreenLight Biosciences was officially canceled due to permitting delays. However, with the necessary permits on their way, a trial of  
their new mite control product should proceed un-impeded in 2023. That said, the KRTP was also contacted this summer by 
another research group—Nature Recombined Sciences—looking to test another promising compound against varroa, so with 
GreenLight delayed, plans have now shifted to run a laboratory trial of  this compound before the bee season wraps up. Just prior to 
leaving my position, I had been working on a protocol for the lab trial, which will be executed by the KRTP technician (Lavanya 
Ganesan) with some additional assistance. 

(	Con.nued	on	p.11)
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All the best,	

Derek	Micholson,	MSc,	AIT	
Crop	Produc.on	Extension	–	Apiarist	
Manitoba	Agriculture	
545	University	Crescent	
Winnipeg,	Manitoba	R3T	5S6	
Office:	(204)	945-4825	
Cell:	(204)	791-0124	
Email:	Derek.Micholson@gov.mb.ca 

And with that, my first report as PA: 

I will keep this fairly brief, since at the time of  writing I have just finished my first week on the job and am still very much settling 
into the position. Although I had a few tasks fall onto my lap 
immediately on day 1 (e.g., interprovincial movement permits and 
some other fall bee inspection items), much of  my first week was 
largely spent filling out government forms and completing the 
required new employee courses to establish myself  in the new 
position. I also participated in a mandatory Oath of  Office ceremony
—required of  all new public service employees—that affirmed my 
commitment to perform my PA duties in a faithful and ethical 
manner, and in accordance with the Public Service Act of  Manitoba. 
Assistant Deputy Minister of  Corporate Services and Innovation, 
David Hunt, officiated the Oath ceremony for myself  and another 
recent hire, Tina Harms, who is filling in as the new Pesticides Minor 
Use Coordinator for Pratisara Bajracharya while on maternity leave. 

Moving into this position, I bring with me 13 years of  experience 
working directly with the beekeeping industry in Manitoba and many 
years working with Rhéal. Thus, I am quite familiar with the duties of  
the position and am very excited to continue working with and for the 
beekeepers of  Manitoba; however, as many of  the intricacies of  the 
job are brand-new to me, I ask for just a little bit of  patience as I find 
my feet and hit my stride as your new Provincial Apiarist. That said, you have my word that I will use all of  the knowledge, skills, 
and experience I have gained thus far to enhance the development, productivity, profitability, and sustainability of  the honey bee 
industry in Manitoba.  

Please feel free to contact me with any questions (or to just say hi) at my new contact information below (FYI, Rhéal’s old phone 
numbers are now mine). I will have much more to share in my next Manitoba Beekeeper report! 

mailto:Derek.Micholson@gov.mb.ca
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Rhéal Lafreniere

Prairie Sun 
Beeswax

Ted & Joanna, Jordan & Emily Turnbull
Elgin, Manitoba

For delivery & pricing call
204-769-2118 
204-741-0703

www.prairiesunbeeswax.com

Wax Rendering & Sales
Wax rendering of cappings, frames and slum.

Cash paid for finished blocks.

SAVE THE DATE !! 

          2023 MBA AGM,Convention and Trade 
Show!!

Confirmed		Keynote	Speakers	so	far:	

*	Kaira Wagoner, Ph.D.	
Research	Scien.st	
Biology	Department	
University	of	North	Carolina		

 *	Dr. Lewis Bartlett 
Center for the Ecology of Infectious Diseases 
University of Georgia

* Updates will be in Januarys newsletter and 
the MBA website.

February	23-25,	2023	
Hilton	Hotel	
Winnipeg.	
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Swarms	,	Swarms!!

Top Quality Products  
for Beekeepers
 Foundation

  Queen Rearing Supplies

  Beekeepers Apparel  
& Tools

 Hive Equipment

 Mite Controls

  Honey  
Containers

  Extracting Equipment

 Medications

  Packaged Bees & Queens

Manitoba Cooperative Honey Producers Limited 
625 Roseberry Street, Winnipeg, MB  R3H 0T4 204.783.2240

www.beemaid.com

BeeMaidBeeStore.comShop online 

Order Desk 1-866-783-2240 ext. 228
Tracey Johnston 1-204-783-2240 ext. 229 | tjohnston@beemaid.com
Jeff Richards 1-204-783-2240 ext. 267 | jrichards@beemaid.com
Alvin Catalan 1-204-783-2240 ext. 244 | acatalan@beemaid.com

Proudly Owned by Canadian Beekeepers

We can handle your sugar 
requirements. Dry or liquid – 

small lots or trailer loads. 

Bee Maid buys light  
and dark beeswax at 
competitive prices.
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ELEVATE YOUR QUEEN GAME 
WITH OHB SASKATRAZ™

OHB IS THE ONLY CERTIFIED PRODUCERS OF OHB IS THE ONLY CERTIFIED PRODUCERS OF 
THE SASKATRAZ™ HYBRID QUEEN IN THE U.S.THE SASKATRAZ™ HYBRID QUEEN IN THE U.S.

CALIFORNIA/HAWAIICALIFORNIA/HAWAII
530. 865. 0298530. 865. 0298
TOLL FREETOLL FREE
877. 865. 0298877. 865. 0298

SUMMER QUEENS AVAILABLE NOW!

Italian • Saskatraz™ • Carniolan

Olivarez Honey Bees, Saskatraz™   OHBEES.COMOHBEESHQ

The Saskatraz™ Program was established
with diverse genetics to enrich sustainable economic traits such as:
Honey Production • Tolerance to Varroa Mites • Overwintering

Gentle Temperament • Economic Sustainability

  Miel Labonte Inc
A honey of a day!

HONEY WANTED

530, rang Nault, Victoriaville
Quebec,Canada
G6P 7R5
Tel:  (819) 758-3877
Fax: ( 819) 758-9386
jm.labonteinc.com 

NOVEMBER	11TH
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Canadian	Honey	Council	
Fall	Report

Osee Podolsky

With the honey production season over and the bees getting ready for winter the Canadian Honey Council board is 
gearing back up with more time to be working in current issues. 

Interprovincial movement is still a struggle to have every province reach agreement to standardize shipping and 
inspections. One roadblock that recently has come up is that Quebec has had an outbreak of  small hive beetle. The 
exact origin is unknown, but the belief  is that they came with colonies returning from blueberry pollination. The 
province will monitor the situation, but hopes are that the small hive beetle will fail to survive the winter or establish 
itself.  

The lack of  a definition of  comb honey in Canada is still a concern, the Honey/Food Safety committee will 
continue to meet through the winter and finalize a definition with CFIA. 

CFIA has extended its request for new scientific data regarding package bees from the continental USA until Sep 
30th. After the data has been collected communications with CFIA will resume. There have been no updates on the 
availability of  Italian or Ukrainian packages for 2023, but the Edmonton Airport Authority is working on a pilot 
project to see how to haul packages safely as timing did not allow a pilot project in the spring.  

As you may have remembered from last year, glyosphate was 
being detected in Canadian honey destined for Japan, which 
was preventing it from entering. The Japanese maximum 
residue limit (0.01ppm) was updated to match that of  Canada 
(0.05ppm) and the remaining honey was able to be shipped. 
The alarming thing is that this year there are some samples 
that are even testing above the new MRL of  0.05ppm. 
Furthermore, Japanese importers are now testing for 
quincloraq in honey. These factors combined currently are 
preventing over 90% of  the honey being tested from entering 
Japan. The Canadian Honey Council is collecting data on the 
situation to see what can be done. Due to the trend of  more 
glysophate and quincloraq being found in honey the Hive 
Health committee has requested to collect anonymous data 
on honey being tested and work with agricultural crop 
chemical companies to determine why this trend may be 
occurring and how to rectify it. 

Until the next Issue. 

Osee Podolsky 

www.honeycouncil.ca
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Interlake / Kap  Report

Paul Gregory

Fall  2022

The summer of  2022 has been one summer to put in the rear view mirror as honey yields were disappointing and just a 
very tough Spring to raise queens and make new splits . Like most beekeepers, our wintering losses were substantial and we 
are eager to take part in AgriStabilty as our crop was only a fraction of  previous years.  There were some higher honey 
yields reported in Eastern Manitoba and some dryer areas of  the Interlake but during the main canola flow we picked up 
rain showers every week and this reduced the crop noticeably . Queen mating was excellent later in July and August but 
wasps were an issue with some mating nucs being destroyed by these predatory insects. 
  
Our Board of  Directors have been working hard to gain some traction on AgriRecovery but there are challenges with 
current administration . Mortality insurance ( MASC ) is available and we do hope more beekeepers will use the program 
going forward. 
  
The one concern that I have and some other commercial beekeepers have as well, is that their accountants may not enter 
the AgriStability numbers correctly . Beekeeping is certainly different than grain or other enterprises and knowing all the 
nuances of  the Program is difficult as well. There is an AgriStabilty calculator on line and there is an excellent resource 
person ( Alison Krentz 4310373-0219 ) for questions as well. 

Inventory values are extremely important and being consistent in 
past reporting , nucs and full strength colonies is important as 
well.  The valuation that I have received from AgriStability for 
this summer is as follows : 

Package bees / nucs :    $204- $276 
Honey price :                $2.56 - $2.96 
Bee colony  :                 $216  - $384 
  
It is important to note that even if  a producer has purchased 
nucs at a high price this Spring ( $300- $600 were some numbers 
that I have heard ) the producer can use the published 
AgriStability values. Ie: if  a producer puts in a high value of  his 
breeding stock then in a claim year it will reduce his claim 
amount. 
Also , if  producers are running lower hive numbers; then they 
should keep the BPU’s the same as they do not have to 
“ Structure down “ as the colony losses were not the fault of  the 
producer . ( a BPU is the production unit : Ie: number of  cows 
or in this case producing colonies .)  
  
Safe travels, 
Paul 

GET A CASH ADVANCE 
WHEN YOU NEED IT   
Join other Western Canadian 
farmers who already rely on 
CCGA’s long-standing experience 
as an Advanced Payments 
Program administrator.

When you’re ready to apply, we’ll be here. 
Get an Advanced Payments Program cash 
advance from CCGA. Our experienced team 
makes it easy. Call 1-866-745-2256 or 
visit ccga.ca/cash

Advance Payments 
Program

Programme de 
paiements anticipés
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www.kap.ca
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NOD APIARY PRODUCTS

NOD APIARY PRODUCTS

NOD APIARY PRODUCTS

NOD APIARY PRODUCTS
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MANITOBA BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION 
2022 APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 

January 1, 2022 to December 31,2022 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Payment Due January 1, with Deadline for membership payment – March 31, 2022 
 
MEMBERSHIPS    
 

1. Associate Membership (A Volunteer, non-voting category, for beekeepers with 49 or fewer honey bee colonies in 
Manitoba, or a local or out-of-province industry supporter)  

$60.00 
     

2. Full Membership (A Producer who keeps 50 or more honey bee colonies in Manitoba, and who is a sole 
proprietor, or is the Designated Representative of a partnership, corporation, or Hutterite colony) 

  
Base Fee $200.00 
Levy (50 to 1000 colonies) Colony number  @0.45 per colony  
Additional Levy (1001 or more colonies) Colony number (Total minus 1000) @0.14 per colony  
TOTAL  (Base Fee plus Levy plus Additional Levy)  
 

3. INSTITUTION – A Non-Canadian individual, organization, or entity, serving as a broker or library, requesting the 
MBA newsletter for reference material or other use.                 $100.00US 

 
BEE RESEARCH FUNDS-DONATIONS 
 
BARRY FINGLER MEMORIAL FUND  (Manitoba Beekeepers’ Association)  
CANADIAN BEE RESEARCH FUND   (Canadian Honey Council)  
KNOWLEDGE RESEARCH TRANSFER PROGRAM (cash or in-kind donation, please contact Secretary)   
  
INSURANCE (see MBA website Bees-Protection for details) Not available after March 31 
 
BEEKEEPERS LIABILITY INSURANCE (valid 5 May 2022-5 May 2023) @ $70.20 per year  
 
JOURNAL SUBSCRIPTIONS  -  (THIS SERVICE AVAILABLE TO MBA MEMBERS ONLY)  Not available after March 31 
 
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL      - $60.00 per year  
BEE CULTURE                            - $55.00 per year  
                          

TOTAL AMOUNT                 $_______
          
  
I request that the above amount be deducted from my account at the Manitoba Co-operative Honey Producers Limited. 
 
THERE IS NO “AUTOMATIC” DEDUCTION FOR PAST MEMBERS.   

Applicants, please approve deduction by initialing here.  _________________________ 
 
THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT.  INFORMATION MAY BE USED TO PROVIDE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES BENEFITIAL TO MEMBERS. 
 
 
APPLICATION DATE:  _____________________ APPLICANTS SIGNATURE:  ____________________________________________________ 

 
Please return this completed application together with payment to: 

Manitoba Beekeepers’ Association 
 PO Box 48123 Lakewood PO 

Winnipeg, MB, R2J 4A3 

 
NAME:  ________________________________  COMPANY NAME: __________________________________ 
 
MAILING ADDRESS ________________________________________________POSTAL CODE____________ 
 
TELEPHONE__________________________   EMAIL ADDRESS _____________________________________ 
 
NUMBER OF COLONIES EXPECTED TO BE OPERATED IN 2022 ___________________________ 
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Red	River	Apiarist	Associa.on
Fall	Report

RRAA Report October, 2022 to the Manitoba Beekeeper by Marg Smith 

As I sit down to write this report, the chilly weather has settled in, taking away the desire on the part of  the bees to 
venture too far from their cozy clusters.  Whether or not your bees produced a great crop, most beekeepers can be 
thankful for whatever crop those bees produced this season.  Perhaps you were able to increase your hive numbers and 
they are going into the Fall and Winter in good condition, leaving you planning for further increases next Spring.   

The Red River Apiarists’ Association got off  to a good start this past month with a hybrid meeting – an in-person 
meeting which was also on ZOOM.  Derek Micholson, the then Lead of  the KRTP, was our speaker, talking about the 
biology, diagnosis and integrated pest management of  Nosema, which has proved to be present with several operations 
in the province that had suffered huge losses over last Winter.  Personally, while we didn’t have our bees tested for it, we 
are pretty confident that it played a role in our losses.  Even though we have kept bees for 45 years, it was good to have a 
refresher on it. 

So, where is the RRAA meeting now?  We meet at Calvin Christian Collegiate, 706 Day 
St., Transcona.   

October’s meeting will feature a Presentaion by Kate Mysurka: The Changing 
‘Climate' of  Beekeeping - Elk Root Conservation’s Sustainable Apiary Model. Kate 
hails from B.C.  (See the October issue of  The Bee Cause for her biography.  There 
will be a November meeting, with plans being made for something interesting.   

Our current member of  the Executive, Duane Versluis, who oversees the RRAA 
website and Audio Visuals at our meetings, has had to cut his activities back, so RRAA 
is now looking for a volunteer to replace him.  Duane has done an amazing job over his 
term and will be missed.   

As Rheal Lafreniere has retired as Provincial Apiarist, we now welcome Derek Micholson as the new Provincial 
Apiarist!  The RRAA sincerely thanks both of  you for the dedicated, careful, educational job you each did in your 
respective positions.  We wish Rheal a long and happy retirement and look forward to working with Derek as he takes 
over the reins in his new role.  We also wish the KRTP Steering committee of  the MBA a fruitful search for a new lead 
for the KRTP.  

That’s it for now. I wish each and every beekeeper in the province, no matter how large or small your operation, a good 
rest of  the Fall and we will talk again in the next edition!   BEE SAFE!  Marg  

Marg Smith

Website	:	www.rraa.ca
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22-03-27 

 EXECUTIVE AND DIRECTORS LIST 2022 
 MANITOBA BEEKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION  
 
EXECUTIVE 
 
Chairperson: Ian Steppler 

(2024) 
 Box 7 Miami MB 
R0G 1H0 stepplerfarms@hotmail.com 

204 435-2491 

Vice-Chair: Mike Grysiuk 
(2025) 

2 Kuharski Street, Neepawa, Mb, R0J1H0 
mgrysiuk@mymts.net 

204 899 -9250 

CHC Director: 
         

Osee Podolsky 
(2023) 

Box 1 Ethelbert  MB 
R0L 0T0 osee@podolskihoneyfarms.com  

204-647-2265 

KAP Delegate: 
         

Paul Gregory 
(2023) 

Box328   Fisher Branch R0C 0Z0     
paul@interlakeforageseeds.com              

204 372-6920 

 
 
DIRECTORS 
 
 
Marg Smith 
(2025) 

1051 Porcher Road, St 
Andrews, MB. R1A 3N4    

margshoney@gmail.com   431 337-5479 

Adam Lewis 
(2024) 

Box 316, Austin, MB 
R0H 0C0 

lfarms@mts.net  204-637-2277 

Brad Hogg 
(2023) 

Box 16, Libau, MB.  
R0E 1C0 

brad@faithapiaries.ca 204 232-5180 

Becky Lane 
(2024) 

Suite 114.100 - 1300 18th 
Street 
Brandon, MB R7A 6X7 

beckylanebl@gmail.com  204 720-1660 

 
  
Directors Terms are until the AGM of the year indicated 
 
NON-VOTING APPOINTEES 
 
Secretary: Daryl Wright 326 Belvidere St, Winnipeg, R3J 2H3 

d.l.wright@shaw.ca     
204 229-9343 

Treasurer:   Nadine Lecocq Box 48123 Lakewood P.O. 
Winnipeg, MB   R2J 4A3 
nlmba@outlook.com  

 

RRAA Rep. Marg Smith 1051 Porcher Road, St Andrews, R1A 
3N4  margshoney@gmail.com  

431 337-5479 

BABA Rep. vacant   
          
 
PROVINCIAL APICULTURE OFFICE:  
 
545 University Cres. Winnipeg, MB, R3T 5S6                 204 945-4327 (FAX) 
 
Provincial 
Apiarist 

Rhéal Lafrenière 
 

rheal.lafreniere@gov.mb.ca 
 

204 945-4825 
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Interlake Honey Producers LTD P0 Box 328, Fisher Branch, MB  R0C 0Z0 has the following positions: 
Apiary Technician    5 Positions Available 

Required for the 2023 honey season.   
Seasonal, full time, days, evenings and some Saturdays. Work is mostly outdoors, so must be able to work under hot conditions.  The job starts 
April 1st – July 1st.  End Date: Sept 10th – October 31st.  Wages: $14.00-$17.00/hour .  Minimum 2 years experience preferred.  Performance and/
or production bonus may be available.  
 Duties include but not limited to, feed and care for honey bees, replacement of  hives and production of  nucs, moving hives, supering hives, detect 
and report hive health and apply correct disease cures and/or controls, keep field and/or production records, harvest honey, working on extracting 
line, cleaning extracting equipment and honey house, raise queens, assemble and maintenance of  bee equipment, drive and maintain vehicles, other 
duties as assigned.  Work is very physically demanding, with long days and heavy lifting.  The job is located 2 hours north of  Winnipeg in the RM 
of  Fisher NE 33-23-1W in Fisher Branch, MB.  Send resume by mail to Box 328 Fisher Branch, MB R0C 0Z0 or email anita@ifsltd.ca  
  

HARLTON APIARIES has 4 Seasonal positions available for the 2023 Season 
4 Apiary Workers (NOC 8431) for March or April to end of  October 2023  
Wages $14.25 - $16.00 per hour depending on experience. 1-2 years experience preferred.  Operating a forklift is an asset. A valid driver’s license 
and the ability to speak English is an asset.  Duties include assisting with feeding, bee hive maintenance and treatments, moving hives, harvesting 
and extracting honey, and winter preparation and some building of  new hive equipment. 
Contact Irwin or Joan Harlton, Harlton Apiaries 
Box 644 Souris (MB) R0K 2C0 204-483-2382	
Or email: harltonapiaries@mymts.net	

CLASSIFIEDS/EMPLOYMENT

Hawthorn Ridge Ltd  has the following seasonal employment opportunities for the 2023 honey season.                                                   
Apiary Technician: 4 positions available 

Duties include but not limited to, feed and care for honey bee colonies, assist in the production of  nucs and replacement hives, detect and report 
hive health issues and apply appropriate cures/controls, moving hives, supering hives, drive and maintain vehicles, harvest honey and work on 
extracting line, operate and maintain apiary equipment, assembly and maintenance of  bee equipment, bee yard maintenance, keep field and/or 
production records, and other duties as assigned.  Seasonal, fulltime, with some weekend and evening hours required. Work is physically 
demanding and often in very hot conditions.                                                                                                                                                                                  
Start Date: April 1 – July 1 , End Date: September 1 – November 1.                                                                                                                             
Wages: $14.00-$17.00/hour. Minimum 2 years commercial beekeeping experience preferred. The job is located 1 hour south of  Winnipeg in the 
RM of  DeSalaberry NW 27-4-5E in Grunthal, MB. 

Apply by sending resume to Hawthorn Ridge Ltd, Box 623, Grunthal, MB R0A 0R0 or email hawthornridgeltd@gmail.com. 

Classified Ads information	
Advertisements that are usually short (i.e. typically 30-50 word, single entry) miscellaneous TEXT ONLY ads (i.e. sell/want 
equipment, bees, books, honey, etc) and placed in the Classified section near the back pages of  the newsletter, or on web site page, 
are free to members and are $10/issue, for non members. DISPLAY ADS	

Advertisements that are multiple entries per advertiser (i.e. Employment for more than one category of  worker), or longer than 
50-100 words of  text, and/or include photo, logo, sketch, diagram, etc. are subject to the following charges:                    	

Business card size $30, Quarter page $75, Half  page $150 ,Full page $300	
Display ad bonus 25% discount for 4 issues when paid in full, in advance! Contact Dan Lecocq 	

email: dnlecocq@shaw.ca , cell 204-797-3322 for details	

mailto:harltonapiaries@mymts.net
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For Sale: Spring quad wraps with Reflectix insulation for 
sale. 
Fits snuggly over 4 colonies or can custom sew to your 
dimension pricing: single high is $20 – double is $25. 
Quad style winter wraps for sale; single high $45 / double 
high are $55. Contact Interlake Forage Seeds Ltd at (204) 
372-6920 or (800)-990-1390. 

For Sale: 5-FRAME NUCS & SINGLE HIVES - Ready Third 
Week in May DOUBLE BROOD HIVES- Ready Early-Mid June 
2000 SUPERS with 9 Frames (mostly waxed dipped boxes) 
Call Ron @ LOE-BEE Honey Farms Ltd (204) 381-4529

For Sale:  1600  9 frame honey supers.  Boxes are in good shape. 
Most frames are plastic foundation.  
400 6 frame nuc boxes with drawn comb. All wax dipped boxes.  
Assortment of  lids, bottoms, feeder pails available as well 
Call or txt Mitch @ 204-871-6393 for more info  

For Sale: 500 - 9 Frame Honey Supers ... Sell in lots of  100 ... 
$40.00 each ... Call Larry Peters - 204-346-4108

For Sale:  Dakota Gunness Model 200. Very good condition.  
Used only 2 seasons. $7000. 36” Maxant cappings spinner. 
Excellent condition. Completely rebuilt 2 years ago, ¾ hp motor, 
10 stainless steel removable baskets.  $3200. 24” Maxant vertical 
honey and cappings auger with stand. Can be used to pump out of  
sump at floor level to capping spinner or tank. $600. 

               Contact:  Larry McKee at lbmckee@mts.net or 
204-227-4034

For Sale: 2012 Cowan deboxer: $7100,00,  2 - 300 gallon s.s.honey 
tanks (milk) on stand with 3" couplers: $1250.00, 200 gallon s.s 
honey(milk) tank, original drain opening: $300.00,  672 honey super 
drip pallets with airflow ventilation ability: $10/each. Contact Chris 
at 1-204-872-2398 or email:pilotman1977@gmail.com 

For Sale: 2  Pro Vap  oxalic acid vaporizers  
ONE vaporizer used once on 16 hives, the other one not used 
Asking $500 each 
Irwin Harlton Call: 1 204 -570 -2867 

APIARY HARVESTER 
Duties: 
• Supering hives 
• Harvesting honey 
• Cleaning honey extraction & 
storage equipment 
• Honey extraction 
• Barrel moving, preparation, 
filling & storage 
• Manufacture, assemble, 
maintain hive equipment 
• Bee yard maintenance 
No experience required. 
 
Start Date: 
Feb 1/2023- July 12/2023 
End Date: 
September 17/2023 - Novem-
ber 1/2023 
 
Wage: $13.60 - $15.00 upon 
experience 
Positions Available: 22 
 
 

APIARY WORKER 
Duties: 
• Handle, feed, and care for honey 
colonies 
• Assist in the production of nucs, 
queens, or replacement hives 
• Recognize & report hive health 
issues & apply appropriate cures/
controls 
• Move hives 
• Collect and package honey, bees-
wax 
• Bee yard maintenance 
• Manufacture, assemble & maintain 
hive equipment 
• Operate & maintain other apiary 
related equipment 
• Keep limited field and/or produc-
tion records 
• 1 year previous commercial 
beekeeping experience required 
 
Start Date: 
Feb 1/2023 - April 12/2023 
End Date: November 1/2023 
 
Wage: $14.50 - $16.50 upon experi-
ence 
Positions Available: 12 
 
 

APIARY TECHNICIAN 
Duties: 
• Handle, feed, and care for honey 
colonies 
• Co-ordinate in the production of 
nucs, queens, or replacement hives 
• Recognize and report hive health 
issues & apply appropriate cures/
controls 
• Move hives 
• Drive and maintain vehicles 
• Collect and package honey, bees-
wax 
• Bee yard maintenance 
• Manufacture, assemble & main-
tain hive equipment 
• Operate & maintain other apiary 
related equipment 
• Keep field and/or production 
records 
• Interact with external farm per-
sonnel 
• 2 year previous commercial 
beekeeping experience required. 
- May require travel to Kelowna, 
BC area 
- May supervise employees, very 
limited 
 
Start Date: 
February 1/2023 – April  12/2023 
End Date: November 1/2023 
 
Wage: $16.38 - $19.00 upon expe-
rience 
Positions Available: 7 

ASH APIARIES LTD. 
Box 297   Gilbert Plains, Manitoba   R0L 0X0 

Has the following seasonal employment opportunities 

Apply by sending resume to: 
Ash Apiaries Ltd 
c/o Bryan Ash 

Box 297 
Gilbert Plains, MB 

R0L 0X0 
Fax (204) 548-2112 

Phone (204) 548-2036 
email:  info@ashapiaries.com 

Or in person  
www.ashapiaries.com 

 
 

Beekeeping for the Hobbyist 
This is a 9-week non-credit course offered by the Department of Entomology, University of Manitoba.
* Wednesday evenings , January 25- April 5, 2023
* Time : 7:00 to 9:30 pm
$235.00 (includes GST) also includes the text:  Honey Bee Diseases and Pests, Third ed. * Texts will be mailed to 
the address provided with course registration.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
https://umanitoba.ca/agricultural-food-sciences/beekeeping-hobbyist  for all the information!                                                                                                                                                  
If you have any registration questions, please email:  agschool@umanitoba.ca 

https://umanitoba.ca/agricultural-food-sciences/beekeeping-hobbyist
mailto:agschool@umanitoba.ca
mailto:email%3Apilotman1977@gmail.com
mailto:lbmckee@mts.net
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Zoom Snow Plow 
and Sand/salt 
spreader

Beehive Mover

Mulcher CR 1400

Rotary Harrow

Get a hive that will help 
you care for yours. 
Avant’s extensive product line of compact 
loaders and more than 200 attachments 
are designed to easily access pollination 
sites, load and transport bee hives 
efficiently and safely. 

Contact Us
Hepburn Enterprises
7945 Wilkes Ave
Headingley, Manitoba
204-889-3392
brock@hepburnenterprises.com
heburnenterprises.avantdealers.com
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VITA BEE HEALTH IS DELIGHTED TO 
ANNOUNCE THE RETURN OF THE 
ORIGINAL TRUSTED FUMAGILIN-B 
FOR THE PREVENTION OF NOSEMA 
IN HONEY BEES

FUMAGILIN- B

We Care For 
Your Bees

vitabeehealth.com  

VitaBeeHealthNorthAmerica 

VitaBeeHealth

www

Effective against  
Nosema apis and N. ceranae

Proudly manufactured in Canada 
for Canadian beekeepers.
Working in partnership with the 
Canadian Honey Council.

LEARN MORE  
ABOUT THIS DISEASE

2428 Fumagilin-B Advert Manitoba Beekeeper.indd   1 20/12/2019   11:30


